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^Jlte ZJeck ill ew6 
"Justice is a machine that, when 
someone has once given it the 
starting push, rolls on of itself." 
-John Galsworthy 
Volume 58 Worcester. Massachusetts. Wednesday, December 15. 1967 Number 25 
Faculty Contributes 
Scholarship Funds 
Member* <>f the Worcester Tech 
faculty have formed a scholarship 
organization, to collect binds from 
the   (acuity   io   pay   the   cost  of 
tuition for one or more students. 
Under a system that will leave 
the donors anonymous to all 
except the Business Department, 
twenty nine faculty members have 
contributed $2,446. 
Worcester Tech has been un- 
able to match necessan increases 
in   tuition    with   corresponding 
mi leases in scholarship lunds. Din- 
to this, faculty members recruiting 
in local high schools have found 
many    outstanding    seniors    who 
couldn't come to wi'i because 
the COM was too great. Noting 
that any college is simpls the 
faculty and the students, one 
fatuity member who has had the 
above experience explained thai 
"the fatuity wanted io help the 
Other half and so, decided to 
establish a fund so thai at leasi 
one supeiioi high school Knioi 
could come who otherwise couldn't 
afford  it. 
Although the administration of 
the scholarship is uncertain and 
is dependent on funds available, 
the    basic     guidelines    base    been 
established. Donations to the 
scholarship are anonymous, seen 
onl) In membets ol the- Business 
Department, and are solicited by 
a    unique    "softsell"    campaign. 
Possibilities fol the scholarship 
will be selected b\ the Financial 
Aid Office and presented to a 
faculty   committee-,   selected   hum 
the donors, who will then deter- 
mine the recipient. Possible stan 
d.ncis ol judgment include ability 
as demonstrated bv high school 
< lass lank, college potential, and 
financial need. If a lecipient ol 
the scholarship still needs the- 
se hol.uship and maintains good 
college milks,   he COUld   receive  ii 
all foui years, it luffident lunds 
were available. 
I he- scholarship will <o\ci the 
tuition for one (01 more, if 
enough donations come in) person 
lathei ill.III siuallei amounts for 
Several    ItUdentS,    be-eause-   it    was 
felt that individual three en foui 
hundred doll.us scholarships 
would not make that much of a 
difference to those concerned. 
Upperclassmen may also be- con 
ildered  foi   the  icholarship, 
Math Group 
Presenting 
Cash Prizes 
l'i Mu Kpsilon. the mathe- 
matics academic fraternity on 
campus will sponsor a prize of 
SL'O to be given to the best mathe- 
matical papei written bv an 
undergraduate student at Worces- 
ter Polytechnic Institute. The 
papeis mas be on any subject of 
pure or applied mathematics, and 
they will be judged on the follow 
Ing  criteria: 
1. Originality ol woik and of 
presentation, 
2. Apparent comprehension of 
subject. 
1   Relative degree of difficulty, 
I   Clarity of presentation, 
5. Estimated interest to a seri 
ous undeigiaduate reader of 
math 
6. (•laminar   and   foim 
\ll entries Should be submitted 
bv April g, 1968 in oielei thai 
the) will be available foi publi- 
cation in the WI'I MATH 
NOTES,   They  may  be  given   to 
an) membei ol the fraternity oi 
put  iii the l'i Mu Kpsilon mail 
box located in the office ol Stialton 
Mall 
Also, the fraternity awards a 
(Com. on p. 7, col. 5) 
SCALI PREDICTS A NEAR 
END IN VIETNAM WAR 
On December H. John Scali, 
ABC News Correspondent, spoke- 
on various aspects ol iln- Vietnam 
War, Scali, who has jusi returned 
from his sixth trip to Vietnam, 
state-el that. "I he IS is making 
steady visible progress in the war." 
With regal el to what we- hope- 
to accomplish in Vietnam, Scali 
said. "We are assuring the exis 
tence e>f a  non-Communist  state 
who   will   offei   easiei   lei ins   ill.in 
ale   now   available    Oiliei   leasous 
loi Hanoi settling the conflict are 
a casualty rate ol 4.8 to l foi the 
allies,   disease,   malnutrition,   and 
disillusionment   among   the  Viet 
Cong,   increasing  desertion  rate, 
and   increased   dilheultv   in   nans 
polling   supplies. 
With ii spec I Io news n leases 
on the w.n. Mi Scali said, 
"President |ohnson seems to be- 
lieve news should be fitted Io 
soil his on II timetable and wliim. 
His Ii.nulling ol Koheit Mae 
Nauru.is resignation beats ilus 
out." 
In speaking about feelings 
against the wai, Scab noted, 
"Hanoi hopes dissent at home- 
will cause President |ohnsoii to 
change OUI policy." Scali also 
Stated that many eif diose opposed 
io the- w.n believe thai the Pacifit 
area and  Asia an- not   pail ol OUI 
sphere  ol   National  defense.   By 
concentrating cm domestii  issues, 
we-   will   bettCI   OUI   linage  .ilnoad 
more  than  we  will   bv  eeuilinuiug 
III Vietnam Scali mentioned thai 
OIK    result   ol   the   Vietnam   Wai 
. lai is a return to isolationism. 
Ilus is primarily caused  by  the 
((.out   on p. 7, col.  5) 
SIGMA PI Starts 
Tutoring Program 
thai   can    be    neutral    in    future 
I  isi West snuggles 
In looking ahead to develop 
mentS in the future. Mr. Scali 
stated thai he- believed that with 
in the next few months Hanoi 
will be willing to negotiate- 
especially if both the Democrats 
and   Republicans   nominate   men 
A   tutotiug    piogi.mi   has   been 
initiated between high school itu 
dents and the brothers ol Sigma 
l'i. I he- program was established 
io provide free aid foi  students 
with deficiencies in subjects in 
which    die     leeli   student    is   well 
versed, such as physics anil math 
For  the  present,  the  program 
is to be- conducted on a limit"! 
scale      \l    least    two    brothers   go 
to Doherty High School between 
tin- hours ol two and four Moo 
In     I hey   tutor   individuals   oi 
small groups -if stud-ms m mathe- 
matics, for the pin pose- ol this 
pilot program, the tutoring is 
being done onlv at Doherty and 
only in mathematics. The  program 
has been a success since il othe lally 
stalled .die i the- I hanksgiving 
ii cess. Plans ate now being made 
io extend the piogiam lo oilier 
high  schools and  to  include othei 
subjects, The tutoring will be 
extended to the whole lech cam- 
pus. 
Invaluable aid has been given 
to the program by the following 
men: 
l)i James Wightman, faculty 
advitOI to Sigma l'i. I'rof. Richard 
Greene, school committee; Mr. 
Warren Page, General Coordina- 
toi ol the tutoring program; Mi 
PetCI l-.nckson. head of the math 
department at Doherty and head 
ol   the   program  there. 
Van deVisse, Storke Hit 
Hershey Draft Policy 
President Storke and Dean 
Van tie Visse have criticized Se- 
lective Service System Director 
Herahey'i directive to reclaasify 
war  |ite)tc-stois.   In  ies|M)iis<-  to 
queries from tin- Tech Nnu, 
both atlininisiiatois disagreed 
strongly with Herahey'i letter 
to local draft  hoards through 
out the country. 
Ibis paper asked the following 
foui questions to both the Presi- 
dent and the Dean: 1) Do you 
sup|»ni (.e-iie-i.il llershey's recent 
directive which advised local draft 
boards to redassifi students who 
protest U.S, Involvement in Viei 
nam? I) Do you believe this to 
be- an arbitrary usurpation of 
powerr ,1) Wotrld you comment orr 
Yale President Kingmair Brew- 
siei's condemnation of General 
Hershey on national television? 
I) Would you, as a school admin- 
istrator, Support any student who, 
rcclassihcd because of this direc- 
tive, was appealirrg his draft 
status? 
To the first cprestiorr. both men 
responded with a direct no. Both 
lelt that llershey's action was ill 
advised, anil that this was trot 
within his province of power. Both 
also agieeel with Kingman Brew 
ster. who heartily reprimanded the 
dr.ill director. 
In response to the last question, 
President Storke commented that 
HI em developments (rescinding 
the- Hershey statement) really made- 
it irrelevant. The Dearr of Stu 
dent Affairs, who had been inter 
viewed before the news of change- 
was revealed, said that he would 
support any student so involved, 
"but within the law . . . based on 
his academic achievement, [Milcii- 
tial, and value ... to his country 
alter  completing college." 
I.F. Council Completes 
Review on Fraternities 
The 111 leif■ -cte-inity Council of 
WorCCStei lech has corrrpletecl a 
review of the number oi members 
and pledges in each fraternity, 
regulation of parietal hours in 
each house, and the social rules 
of each brotherhood. The Council 
has    revealed    that    ten    of    the 
twelve fraternities permit guls to 
visit study or bedroom areas above 
the first flooi, and that the 
Council has aieepted union 
diiionally   the   vieial   rules of  six 
of the twelve fraternities. They 
have also conditionally accepted 
the social rules of the remaining 
six. 
Kiglu hundred ninety three un- 
dergraduates are brothers or 
pledges   in   fraterriiiies,  or  about 
.
rib% of the approximately itiiMi 
undergraduates. A total of three 
hundred and one pledges have 
been added io the fiaieiriilies, ap- 
proximately OH';;, of the 412 fresh- 
man, 
(Coin, on  p.  7, col. S) 
LCA SELLS XMAS 
TREES FOR CHARITY 
In the spiril of ihe charitable 
yulelnlr leason, the- biolheis of 
Lambda (.hi Alpha have under 
taken the sale of Christmas trees 
for charily. Ihe proceeds of the 
sale will be- used loi gifts anil a 
pally lor the orphans al a local 
orphanage (which wishes to re- 
in.mi anonymous), in addition, 
some monetary assistance will be 
provided tO the orphanage Itsell 
Ihe trees are being sold oir the 
ii inns courts bounded by lloynlon 
Street and Institute Road. 
Although   the  public   sale  com 
mi in ril at 1:00 pur. on 'Ihursday, 
Decembei   7,   the   first   tree   was 
purchased by President Storke on 
Tuesday morning. The  trees will 
remain on sale until Decembei 
'l'i or until all 200 rrees have been 
sold. I he trees are priced from 
three  to  tetr  dollars. 
Ihe trees are a donation of 
Carl VV Isihelbaeli of the Busi- 
ness Office. Mr. Kschelbach owns 
a tract of farm property itr 
Vermont from which the trees 
were- taken. Nine brothers of 
Lambda Chi Alpha traveled to 
the- property last week and per- 
fCont. on p. 7, col. 4) 
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ScUtoncali d 
Credit Where IVs Due 
It is not often that words of praise liave appeared in 
this column. In our surveys of the school, we have fre- 
quently criticized a mixture of student apathy, faculty 
disinterest, and administration narrowmindedness width 
has sometimes choked the process ol growth and change 
so necessary to a dynamic educational institution. Ii is 
our pleasure, this lime, to devote the column  to com- 
mending those whose actions have relict ted honorably on 
themselves and the college. 
First we mention the administration, as represented by 
the President, Dean Price, and Dean Van de Visse. They 
have, on the whole, cooperated freely with any valid stu- 
dent or faculty projects and have spearheaded action in 
a number of areas. In addition, their enlightened opposi- 
tion to Genera] Hershey's arbitrary draft declaration was 
certainly encouraging to many of us who were troubled 
hy the matter. Particularly, we would like to single out 
President Storkc in Ihis regard, lor his long and honor- 
able military service stands in direct contradiction to 
anyone who would use the draft as punishment. 
Second, we'd like to add our voices to the many who 
have, wc are sure, already praised Lanida Chi Alpha un- 
its imaginative Christmas Tree Sale to raise money lor 
orphans. The sale represented a lot of time and effort, 
and we hope to see other fraternities follow L.C.A/s line 
example. 
Speaking of fraternities, Sigma Pi also merits some 
praise lor the efforts of some of its brothers in tutorial 
work down in Dougherty High. And kudos to Mr. 
Cireene and Prof. Wightman for their spadework on the 
project. 
Finally, credit is also due to the F.F and Chemistry de- 
partments for their work on the hioengincering and biol- 
ogy programs currently in the works. The hioengincering 
program is already underway and is an excellent example 
of cooperation between Clark and   lech. The biology 
program is only in its infancy with a first course to be 
offered next semester. Hut with good men working on it. 
we feel sure there will he more to come. 
All these efforts are the results of considered thought 
and sincere commitment. They exemplify the results that 
gotxl men can achieve when they put their mind to it. 
We are proud of them. 
And A Discouraging Word 
To those 20 who were interested enough to respond to 
last week's questionnaire—thank you for your help. Your 
comments will he considered. To the other 15(10 who 
didn't care—too had. hut policy is made hy those who 
act, not hy those who complain. 
AT RANDOM 
Hershey's Hysteria 
General Hershey's recent directive recommending that 
local draft hoards reclassify war protestors smacks of the 
worst kind ol dictatorial heaurocracy this country has 
seen in many years. In its blatant arhitrariness, it is anti- 
democratic; in its singling out of protestors, it reveals a 
profound misconception of the dynamics of free discus- 
sion; in its use of military service as punishment, it casts 
a dark shadow over what should he an honorable profes- 
sion. Worst of all, the action intimately affects a great 
number of innocent people and jeopardizes the status 
of many sincere students. It is a tragedy that such a 
statement could ever have been issued; it is a continu- 
ing affront to America that it has not yet been repudiated 
hy high administrative officials. 
Although General Hershey is director of the selective 
service system, this position does not give him absolute 
power to govern this system contrary to the laws of the 
land. Like any American, he is hound hy those laws, one 
of which is freedom ol speech. Although, as one great jur- 
ist has said, this freedom does not give one the license to 
cry "lire'' in a crowded hall, it does guarantee those who 
disagree the right to voice their disagreement—even if 
they disagree with the President, himself. Hershey's ef- 
(Cont. on \i. 7. col. I) 
Cetters... 
A GOOD IDEA 
Music 
To the Editor: 
When   I   first   ie.ul   this   article 
(Changing Tech'i Semester Sys- 
tem), ii seemed 10 me to be..in 
excellent idea. As you know, there- 
are several schools that use this 
system,     one      \eiy     close      being 
Northeastern in Boston, It would 
seem to me to be a good idea 
to write to an executive or some 
tine else at Northeastern who 
could give some helpful bint and/ 
or advice, Possibly they might 
talk with us. Anyway, it wouldn't 
bun .it leasi 10 try. I'm suit- a 
gnat majority ol students at 
U'.IM. would be in favor ol such 
a   move. 
Another  good   aspect   hen   is 
lb.11   with   tbis   change,   tlie-   man 
with sparse- finances would be- 
adle te> help pay for his learning. 
As 10 the- questionnaire itself. 
there are- COUnei bete thai assign 
projects as pan of the- require- 
mentS. Why not get the prof's 
of these tonises to dee ide wbetbei 
individual and/or group work 
should     be-     done?     Also,     as     lo 
whethei    one   large   project   or 
numerous  smaller  projects  would 
be bettor, 
In summary. I would really like- 
to   see   tbis   system   initialed   at 
W.P.I. I can't see any objections. 
Jim Myers 
Riley 117 
I lanslei from St. Lawrence I'.. 
Canton, N.V. 
Theta Chi Asks 
For Fair Play 
Thursday, December II. the 
I.P.C. will vote whether to initiate- 
open rushing. Cor freshmen to be 
pledged at the beginning ol the 
■econd semester. Such a elec ision 
would mean an .itlclilion.il burden 
to I beta (;hi. lor our house, cut- 
re-iulv on Social Probation, would 
be unable to rush on an equal 
basis. Ilie main feature of open 
rush is the entertainment ol 
riishie-s at social parties—a pro 
tcelure forbidden 10 Theta Chi 
under the terms of "social pro." 
A review Oi recent events is 
appropriate. Alter the Worcester 
newspapers reported tin- October 
sorority initiation, (he IFC placed 
1 beta Chi on "Observatory 
Status"  with   the  stipulation  that 
"any Inline lack of fraternity re- 
sponsibility will be grounds for 
social probation." Meanwhile, the 
incident served many other bouses 
as extra leverage in their rushing 
programs. 
On the final Friday of Rushing 
Period—after the closing „f e|„. 
Freshmen signup period—a major 
il\ of out pledge class gathered at 
HI) Salisbury street 10 celebrate. 
Despite the fact that 1) this had 
been a custom on the hill during 
the last half-a-dozen years. 2) not 
less ihan six oilier houses engaged 
in similar procedures that evening, 
and .1) ibis lepresented no illegal 
attempt to pressure these fresh 
men into joining a particular 
(Com. on  p.  .1. col.  I) 
Will Success 
Ruin the 
S.D.G. ? 
by Ritchie Barnes 
The Spencer Davis Group wett 
ihe first group to come from Ei». 
land in years. They seemed l0 
have everything going for then, 
they had been a big hit in Ens' 
land for years and with exception 
ol the Beatles, Stones, Byrds, and 
several others, nothing was really 
happening. Rock had gotten i|. 
self into a groove. 
I had heard the first two British 
SIX; albums about 4 months be 
fore they were released in Amer- 
ica, and 1 remember wondering 
at the time why they had never 
made il outside of England. 
At that time they were pri- 
marily a blues group with Stevie 
Winwoocl in complete control ol 
the Rroup. He played organ, 
piano, lead guitar, and did most 
of the vocals. He has a voice that 
is unique; he definitely didn't 
sound like an 18 year-old British 
white boy. He had a feeling for 
blues that few people living in 
that kind ol atmosphere can ever 
achieve. It's amazing that he could 
develop it living in England. 
Ihe only Haw they had was that 
they didn't quite have the full 
sound that they could have had. 
When they tame out with (iimme 
Some Lovin', it seemed as if they 
bad finally lound their bag. I'm 
A Man also had that feeling ol 
powei about it. And then it hap 
peneel—the group split. It would 
be- my guess that Stevie wanted 
some of the recognition he felt 
he deserved, but no matter what 
the reason it only succeeded in 
destroying l>oth Spencer and 
Stevie. I hey released Somebody 
llil/i Mr, but that was an old cut 
anil lacked the |>ower ol Cl'fflHM 
Some Lovin'. 
Spencer formed a new group 
with Peter York (his original 
drummer), Eddie llardin (organ, 
soeals). and Phil Sawyer (lead 
guitar). Stevie formed his own 
group, the Traffic, with David 
Mason (guitar, sitar), Chris Wood 
(flute), and James Capaldi 
(drums). They released an ex- 
cellent record this summer, Paper 
Sun, but, since it lacked a big 
name, few disc jockeys played and 
it died. They have yet to release 
anything since. The new SDC 
have been making a lot of tours 
but they have yet to release any 
new singles; maybe they are look 
ing for a new sound or trying M 
recapture what they had with 
Stevie. 
Compl.t. Tun*  Up Service) 
GOYETTE'S   SERVICE 
STATION 
102    Highlind    St.    at    Boynion   Si 
Woro.Ur,      Met*.,      Tel.      PI      3-H7* 
THEO'S 
CHAR-STEAK HOUSE 
BREAKFAST-LUNCH 
DINNER 
151   HIGHLAND  STREET 
' 
TECH   NEWS Page Three 
Cetters... 
THETA CHI- 
(Com. from p. 2, col. 4) 
house the IFC then placed Theta 
Chi on social pro. 
At no lime during the meeting 
of the Judicial Board was any 
house, including Theta Chi, ac- 
cused of "dirty rushing." The 
letter of the rushing rules was 
\iolated but not the spirit. This 
is especially significant in lieu of 
ihe fact that during the rushing 
i>eriod violations of the rushing 
rules by nine different houses were 
reported; yet no action was taken. 
Surely, such violations must have 
been attempts to influence the 
decisions of some freshmen. 
It should be noted that last year 
when another fraternity was 
placed on "social pro" for a far 
more serious offense than a minor 
rushing infraction, the restriction 
imposed was less severe. And it 
was only after Theta Chi peti- 
tioned the IFC was the definition 
of social pro made to coincide 
with that used last spring. As one 
Professor on the Hill noted, 
"Everyone was out to get Theta 
Chi." 
A short example illustrates this 
latter point. Last spring, when 
Tau kappa F.psilon was placed on 
social pro. Theta Chi and several 
other houses extended an open 
ins it.it ion to the I I Is 1 brothel 
hood 10 attend J. P. .utivities. 
This year, one house offered to 
borrow our mattresses and another 
to borrow our card tables, but 
none invited us to share l.F. week 
end with them. Some Interfra- 
ternity spirit! 
Tomorrow if the IFC decides to 
begin open rush, it will implicitly 
—by a mere majority vote—add a 
further condition to the definition 
of Social Probation: Theta Chi 
will not be permitted to par- 
ticipate in Second-Semester Rush 
on a fair and equal basis. Cer- 
tainly of all punishments to be 
imposed on a fraternity this is 
the most severe. It does not repre- 
sent   merely short term  social   in 
convenience,   but    inflicts   |>er- 
maiieiit damage on the house's 
future. Is this what the IFC in- 
tends to do? 
We. (he Brothers of Theta Chi, 
requeal that you—both as indi- 
vidual! and jointly as a brother 
hood—urge your fraternity presi- 
dent to permit Theta Chi to com- 
pete during Second Rush on an 
equal basis. 
A healthy fraternity system 
needs not only a set ol guiding 
rules but also intelligent applua 
tion of these rules. If the pro 
ceilures established by the Intel 
fraternity Council are inapprn 
priate they should be amended. 
Mill those who blindly enlorcc I 
set of (odes without regard for 
the broadei implications do little 
to improve the lespca which the 
Intel II.IIC-I nits Council so b.icllv 
needs. 
Inteili.itei n.illy yciius, 
I he Brothen ol Theta Chi 
ECK  BROTHERS 
TEXACO STATION 
77  Highland  Street 
Worcester Massachusetts 
HIGHLAND     R X 
PHARMCY 
miAHE PRESCRIPTIONS 
140  Highilnd  Str..l 
PI 4-0594 Wor (•!!•»     Man 
roday and 
tomorrow are a lot 
more than one 
day apart. Our 
world keeps changing and 
we expect you to stay ahead 
of the latest engineering 
developments after you join 
us. In fact, we'll pay the 
tuition at your choice of the 
many excellent evening grad- 
uate schools in the New Jersey- 
New York-Philadelphia areas. 
nterviewer on Campus 
January 11 
©Public Service 
Electric and Gas Company 
New Jersey 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
One of America's Largest and 
Vost Progressive Suppliers of Energy 
Trimester Program 
To the Editor: 
Your questionnaire seems to im- 
ply the existence of a number of 
technical problems, one of which 
could be solved by a large number 
of students working only for a 
month. At best the great majority 
of the freshmen and sophomores 
wouldn't even be able to observe 
the grad students solving the 
problem. They can't be of much 
help without technical knowledge. 
The problem should be left to 
grad departments or to professors 
serving as research consultants. 1 
therefore don't foresee a month of 
undergraduate    technical    work. 
Even finding part time, worth- 
while work is improbable during 
a winter inteisession. However, 1 
do feel that the present finale to 
(he first semester is an ineffective 
waste of time. Separating the last 
two weeks of class and the week 
of finals from the rest of the 
semester by a two-week Christmas 
vacation is foolish. Visitations with 
11lends and relatives, shopping, 
parties, .mil iclaxatiou, or peihaps 
sales work for the Xm.is rush are 
about   all   that   is   accomplished 
The time is rarely spent studying. 
Ihe     student     then     icluins     m 
attempt to regain the train of 
thought ol the semester and to 
cram for finals. Ihe second nip 
home lor the seiueslei  break  is an 
inconvenience! the student has 
anotbei    week    to    kill.    Moving 
finals to before Christina! would 
be good, but doing so is not all 
that could or should be done. 
Note that the half week Thanks 
giving vacation lollowed by two 
and a hall  weeks of classes before 
finals is desirable ovei the current 
situation. Ilowcvci, we could not 
snnplv keep semesters ol uiiecpi.i! 
length. A setneslei hour ol credit 
implies a certain amount of class 
lime and associated homework. 
Simply cutting out three or six 
weeks of class loi outside wink is 
not the answer. I iheiefoie uc 
oinineud thai a (the) c unic uliiiii 
committee investigate ihe possi 
lulilv ol changing to a 11 line st < I 
(three uiaiking pciiods) system as 
is practiced by many other schools. 
This means that instead of taking 
two semesters of 18 credits each, 
the student would have three sem- 
esters of 12 credits each. Besides 
eliminating the semester break 
problem mentioned above, this sys- 
tem should have other advantages. 
Freshman physics is handicapped 
by the frosh's lack of knowledge 
of calculus. This would be rem- 
edied by post|H>ning physics to the 
last two semesters and giving a 
high powered math course first 
semester. Similarly, interdepart- 
mental decisions would lie made 
to decide which courses should 
still be taught three days per week 
all year—perhtpj languages—and 
which courses should be taught, 
say. four days one week, and live 
days on alternate weeks, for two 
semesters, the first two semesters 
if they are basic, or delayed if 
they would be more quickly 
grasped if some other course were 
taken first. A choice between 
ROTC and I'hys. Ed. could be of- 
fered second and third semesters 
altei an introduction to ROTC as 
pan of the orientation course first 
semester. (Drills would be a more 
effective two hours long third 
semester.) Department! not desir- 
ing lo give three sets of finals in a 
sen could consider the pass-fail 
system Although I don't know 
bow   the   humanities   system  will 
work the following should be a 
workable trimester approximation 
to freshman year. 
I 
Calculus 4 credits 
Eng. Sci S 
Chemistry 3 
Humanities 2 
Orientation 
11 
Vt 
Calculus 2 credits 
Physics 4 
English 3 
Humanities 2 
Pis, Ed. or ROTC 1 
HI 
Calculus 2 credits 
Physics 4 
Humanities 2 
Chemistry 4 
I'h. Ed. or ROTC     1 
Right now, I credits of calculus 
means: I class hours/week for a 
15 week semester =; til) class hours. 
Above proposal;   5 class hours/ 
week for a 12 week semester = 
till class hours. 
Since anticipation of the upcom- 
ing humanities electives is causing 
much course consolidation, 1 feel 
thai a trimester system should be 
considered (if it already hasn't re- 
ceived proper consideration) be 
lore it is too late to be incor 
|Hintcd (perhaps a year later) in 
the commendable curriculum 
changes already accepted. 
Michael Cohen 
'69 Math 
-TECH   STUDENTS- 
Miss Breakfast Last Sunday? 
EPWORTH METHODIST CHURCH 
Corner of Salisbury A Lancaster Streets 
Says 
"Be Our Guests" 
COFFEE AND  DONUTS ON  US 
10:30 a.m. - In the Vestry 
(Just show your I.D. card) 
NO  OBLIGATION      BUT 
A STIMULATING ADULT DISCUSSION  SEMINAR 
9:30 a.m. in the Chapel 
Morning worship services 
11 00 a.m. in the sanctuary 
Young  Adults 8:00 p.m. 
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO GIVE 
SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT 
See your College Placement Office now for an appointment on: 
THURS., FRI., 1ANUARY 11,12 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, Stratford, Conn. • Division of United Aircraft Corp. • An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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WPI and Clark University 
Sponsor Biomedical Program 
"College 
Conies 
Cinema" 
to Tech 
WPI and Clark University 
jointly sponsor an interdiscipli- 
nary program in the field of bio- 
medical engineering. The program 
is designed to make biologists and 
engineers aware of each other's 
problems and scientific techniques. 
Students learn to work with both 
scientific and medical methods. 
This often leads to scientific analy- 
sis of the problems affecting 
man's health and well-being. Bio- 
medical Engineering students 
learn to apply the theoretical and 
experimental tools of both fields 
to each other. 
The program is administered by 
a joint committee from Tech's 
Electrical Engineering Department 
and Clark's Department of Bi- 
ology. Graduate students are en- 
rolled at either WPI or Clark, de- 
pending on their undergraduate 
studies and ultimate goals. How- 
ever, a student is required to take 
courses at both schools. Master's 
degrees are given with the names 
of both schools on the diploma. 
Doctorate degrees are granted by 
lech alone. 
The program is very flexible, 
allowing students of broad back- 
grounds and varying goals to en- 
roll in it. Research area include: 
human decision process, sensory 
communication, electrical and bio 
chemical phenomena in living 
matter, prosthetic devices and ar 
tificial organs, EKG and EEG data 
professing, patient monitoring, 
analog simulation of biological 
turntions, and computer control 
of hospital admissions. Coopera- 
tive Kiearch studies are being con- 
from SPACE PROBES to STEREOS 
from RE-ENTRY to ULTRAMINIATURIZATION 
from EDUCATION to EXPERIMENTATION 
PICO FORD IS 
INVOLVED WITH MANKIND. 
Want To Help the World? 
PhilcoFord is interested in just about everything 
that interests mankind: from manufacturing to education 
... from outer space talking to underwater walking . .   from 
anti-weapons systems to home entertainment systems. 
We have the experience, the capabilities... the growth record . . . 
and the resources to offer you both challenges and rewards. 
We would like to have a talk with you 
—to explain our company and to get to know you better. Stop by 
and see us. Or write to College Relations, 
Philco Ford Corporation, C & Tioga Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19134. 
COMMUNICATIONS I ELECTRONICS DIVISION WILL BE 
HERE ON JANUARY 8 
Career opportunities are available on the East Coast. 
In the Midwest, the Southwest, on the West Coast, and throughout 
the world. 
DIVISIONS: Aeronutronic • Appliance • Communications & 
Electronics • Consumer Electronics • Education and Technical 
Services • International • Lansdale • Microelectronics 
• Sales & Distribution • Space & Re-entry • 
Western Development Laboratories. 
PHILCO 
PHILCO-FORD CORPORATION 
An Equil Opportunity Employer 
ducted With the Worcester foun- 
dation for Experimental Biology, 
Astra Pharmaceutical Products. 
Mason Research and both Worces- 
ter and Boston hospitals. 
Students may enter this program 
with undergraduate degrees in 
both life and physical sciences, en- 
gineering and mathematics. The 
course is planned to include ad- 
vanced study in biology, chemistry, 
electrii circuits, electronics, Instru- 
mentation, mathematics, physics 
and biomedical engineering. The 
master's program requires I mini- 
mum of 32 semester hours credii 
of graduate level work. Since a 
thesis is required, the program 
normally lasts two years. Specify 
requirements are determined by 
the student in consultation with 
bis majoi advisor; the decision 
pending approval ol the joint 
< iiuiiiiittee. 
Tuition scholarships, graduate 
assistantships and special par) •time 
employment are available to stu- 
dents in need of financial aid. 
Anyone interested in this pro 
gram should see Professor Bcschle 
in the Electrical Engineering De- 
partment. 
College Cinema, a program of 
free motion picture short subjects, 
will be presented three times a 
week in the new card room of 
Daniels' Commons. Sponsored on 
this campus by the Lens and Light 
dub, these movies will be shown 
on Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, in the afternoon and eve- 
ning. 
The distributor of these films, 
the Modern Talking Picture Scrv 
ice Company, started the College 
Cinema project in the Boston area 
schools, following its successful 
debul this summer at Northeast- 
ern University. By the end of this 
year, they hope to have S5 to 50 
College Cinemas going throughout 
the country. 
M.T.P.S.'s plan involves setting 
up "movie lounges" in a student 
gathering place on each campus, 
providing the projector, and col- 
laborating with a student repre- 
sentative on a program for a daily 
show, lasting from one to three 
hours. The lilms shown will be 
one half hour in duration, and in 
most cases will be in color. 
Hundreds of titles are available 
for  scheduling  by  the  individual 
Academic Committee 
Holds First Meeting 
The Academic Committee of the    elecdves, and student evaluation 
of faculty. Sandy Malcolm (ti'J, 
Chemistry) was appointed head ol 
a subcommittee to look into the 
matter of pass-fail, while Larry 
Minkoff ('69. Physics), was ap- 
pointed  to head up a subcommit- 
Sttidtiit Count il held iis first mtel 
ing mi Wednesday, Dec. ii. Chair 
man Ben Cuimi began the meet- 
ing by outlining .1 number of |H>S 
sidle areas. Among the mailers dis 
cussed wen the creation of an 
academic    honor   system,   passfail 
re're one of 
rthe biggest 
fand it took 
us 63 years to get this way. 
Now we need the kind of 
engineer who can make us 
twice as big in the next ten. If 
you can combine your techno- 
logical training with imagina- 
tion to produce results, see 
our representative when hp 
visits your campus. 
nterviewer on Campus 
January 11 
©Public Service 
Electric and Gas Company 
New Jersey 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
One of America's Largest and 
Most Progressive Suppliers of Energy 
centers which include topics as an 
travel, sports, humor, science 
health, newsreels, product infornu 
lion, social problems, history, ted,. 
oology, and medicine. 
Coffee House 
Opened Near 
Clark Campus 
< Last month the Hcimoff Coffee 
House opened on the Clark Uni 
versify Campus. Operated by 
Clark students, it is located in the 
new Dana Hall commons. 
The interior of the coffee house 
consists of a small stage and round 
tables seating four or five. For 
refreshment, there is expresso, 
bagels and cream cheese. The en- 
tertainment is provided by folk 
singers and groups such as the 
Charles River Valley Boys. For 
added diversity, the Clark Experi- 
mental Theatre presented a play 
in the coffee house last week. 
There are three shows a night, 
and the audience is cleared out 
after each performance. Admiv 
sion is free to all Clark studenu. 
For others, the price varies from 
$1 to 2.50. depending on the en- 
tertainment. 
tee to prepare a form for student 
evaluation of faculty. 
Any student who is interested in 
these matters  is  asked  to contact 
either of the committee heads. 
Members of the committee are:    \ 
Bert Gunter, Chairman  (Math) 
Dr. James Wightmau (faculty) 
Dr. Stephen Wininger (faculty) 
Don Aldrich (Chem. Eng.) 
Pete Anderson (Elec. Eng.) 
VicCalabretta (Civil) 
Dave Hall (Mechanical) 
Sandy Malcolm (Chem.) 
Larry Minkoff (Physics) 
Mark I.opain (Mgt.) 
Student Senate 
Discusses New 
Student Court s 
At the last meeting of the Jtu 
dent Senate, the Worcester Tech 
Student Court was discussed. The 
Court is to be made up of 2 jun 
iors. 2 faculty members, and 1 »d 
ministration member (ex officio) 
The rights of the individual being 
tried, with respect to counsel, w»i 
brought up. The subject of profev 
sional lawyers was discussed but 
not resolved. 
The Student Activities Commit 
tec's bylaws were accepted. 
The result of student opinion o* 
coats and ties at dinner was an 
nounccd as S-1 against it. However 
as this is an administration rule 
nothing has been done yet. 
Bob Woog stated that the $* 
social fee will be part of the « 
ond semester bill and will be cw 
lected bv the Administration. 0 
the S20.SI5 will be for actual » 
cial activities, with S5 going to * 
Peddler. 
FRIENDLY 
ICE   CREAM   SHOP 
101  Highland Street 
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Chemical Manufacturing 
Rohm and Haas 
Company 
Plastics, Fibers, Pharmaceuticals, 
and Chemicals for Agriculture, 
and the Processing Industries. 
Will Interview on 
JANUARY 9,  1968 
For positions of responsibility, 
diversity and strong future 
advancement possibilities. 
RESEARCH, ENGINEERING, PRODUCTION, 
MARKETING, FINANCE. 
Philadelphia headquarters. Plants and Offices throughout 
the U.S. and in 23 foreign countries. 
ROHMn 
HRPSM 
FHUOEIPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA MWS 
You Are Eligible, 
As a member of a group living or working in Massachu- 
setts, you arc eligible for SAVINGS BANK LIFE 
INSURANCE, the choice of 400,000 prudent men and 
women with an eye for exceptional value. And once you 
become a SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE policy- 
holder, you can keep your policy, no matter where you 
work or live. 
To take advantage of this unique opportunity now, visit 
your Mutual Savings Bank and ask for personal counsel- 
ling about the best SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSUR- 
ANCE policy for you. It could be the most important step 
you ever take toward personal financial security. 
Founded In 1907 as a public service, 
SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE is sold 
only through Mutual Savings Banks 
direct, for low cost. And although 
not guaranteed, dividends have been 
paid every year since 1908, 
to reduce cost still further. LIFE INSURANCE 
Only your Mutual Savings Bank offers you Savings Accounts, 
Mortgage Loans, and Savings Bank Life Insurance. 
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Developmental Reading Course 
The English Department will offer to WPI faculty and 
students during the second semester a Developmental 
Reading Course designed to improve reading efficiency. 
The course will meet twice and will be offered at no cost 
to participants; no credit will be given. 
Interested persons are invited to send the following 
form to Developmental Reading, Department of English, 
Stratton Hall, before January 15. 
Name  
Senator McGovern Speaks at Clark 
Campus Address 
Status (Student, Faculty Member, Graduate Student) ... 
by Roger Pikor 
On. Dec. 7. Senator George Mc- 
Govern (D. South Dakota) ap- 
peared on the Clark campus and 
addressed a crowd of 900 with the 
topic of Foreign Policy. Sen. Mc- 
Govern completed his education 
with a I'll.I), at Northwestern and 
became a House Representative in 
1958. In 1962 he ran for the Senate 
and became the first Democrat to 
win in the history of state. 
Sen. McGovern opened his 
speech recalling the I960 Presiden- 
tial   campaign  and   the  television 
debate between the two candidates. 
The question was asked "What sin- 
gle aspect do you feel makes you 
qualified for the Presidency?" Nix- 
on replied that his experience- 
made him most qualified. Kennedy 
remarked that experience was im- 
portant but that he felt his sense 
of knowledge—knowledge of his- 
torical incidents and tides which 
have brought us here—made him 
most qualified. McGovern then 
stated that the most tragic mistake 
we are now making is that "We are 
running    countries   of    areas   in 
Some say we specialize in power... 
power for propulsion... power for 
auxiliary systems... power for aircraft, 
missiles and space vehicles... power for 
marine and industrial applications... 
... they're right 
And wrong. 
It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for 
we believe that people are a most 
important reason for our company's success. We act 
on that belief. 
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate 
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a 
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, 
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push 
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can 
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it. 
rou could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's 
success... if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: 
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL .  ELECTRICAL 
• CHEMICAL •  CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING . PHYSICS . CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY 
• CERAMICS •  MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS 
• COMPUTER SCIENCE •  ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 
And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult 
your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L 
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS LAST HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 
DIVISION   OF   CJNITEO AIRCRAFT   CORP. 
u 
I F 
A 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
which   we  are  historically  weak 
meaning S. E. Asia. 
The content of McGovern, 
point of view was as follows. Viet. 
nan started as a French colony but 
was shattered when Japan went to 
war and made claim to near b» 
possessions. Ho Chi Mill, seekin. 
strength over Vietnam, sided 
with the U.S.A. and aided bv 
the CIA. was able to maintain hi, 
control over the country. With the 
end of the conflict, Ho hoped that 
the French would not return, Itav 
ing him in sole control of all Viet. 
nam. However, Ho being a com 
munist, the U.S.A. sided with tht 
French and aided them in restim 
ing control of S. Vietnam. Ho pro- 
tested and a revolt ensued which 
drove 40(1,000 French troops from 
the area in 1954. This resulted in 
the U.S.A. obtaining control and 
the conflict which has persisted to 
the present day. 
Two big mistakes were made in 
our policy concerning this coun- 
try, 'the first one was simply sid- 
ing with the French instead of 
with Ho. The second was trying to 
establish a pro-Western society 
with a fast election and faster di 
pliimacy. Ho was such a popular 
figure that the election had to be 
squelched and the effect of forced 
Western ideas created an opposi 
lion tailed the "National I.ibcra 
lion Front." It was the purpose ol 
this movement. Containing leu 
than 15% communists, to find a 
nation through "sclftletermina 
lion" and a "Grass tools regime." 
I his was definitely frustrated by 
the high handed tactics of the VS. 
and    the   puppet    nature   of   the 
Saigon Government, 
McGovern then refected on the 
hypocritical nature of our roll 
concerning this country. In many 
Instances we have stated one policy 
and acted with another. An exam 
pie ol this being our statement of 
acting only on the advisory level 
ill the north south conflict when at 
present we seem to have taken 
over control to the extent of in- 
volving mostly our own troops. 
At present, the war (Mean to 
be going well but home diplomacy 
IN getting steadily worse. It be- 
comes doubtful whether what we 
arc fighting for is worth fighting 
for. So. Vietnam has become one 
large refugee camp. The govern 
men) has under good intention! 
herded the people from the 
"Highlands" clown to the pop- 
ulated areas in the south. 1 be* 
people have been placed in camps 
not lit for human habitation and 
have become beds for the seeds of 
discontent. As a result of our neg 
ligence for the S. Vietnam peoplr 
we appear to be recruiting more 
Viet Cong than we are killing 
Concluding with a solution for 
the problem. McGovern first in 
lerjcctctl. "It is hard to climb a 
mountain of errors . and offer 
a neat solution , . •" His feelinp 
were that escalation of the war has 
clone nothing favorable except 1° 
increase Premier Key's morale. De- 
escalation and cessation of the 
bombing appear to be the reason 
able way to get Ho to the confer 
ence table. Finally, the government 
in control should allow greater 
representation of the subjected 
factions in the country. 
"HARRY'S" 
IMPERIAL DELICATESSEN 
113  Highl.nd  St F*  '•98,< 
LOWEST PRICES WITH THE 
HIGHEST QUALITY 
Hamburg! 7*{     Hot dog" 1 T 
Luncheon Spocwlt *S* 
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AT RANDOM- 
(Com. from p. 2, col. 4) 
forts to limit peaceful protest by drafting those involved 
is an unlawful confutation of the constitution, itself, and 
severely challenges that document. Moreover, even if the 
protest were not peaceful—even if it were illegal—he 
still does not have the right to draft the protestors as 
punishment. The laws of the land themselves provide the 
sanctions for the abuse of free speech. Hershey has no 
right to assume the powers already designated to another 
sphere of administrative power. 
The General is an old man; it appears that he has lost 
louch with the youth of the country, for he certainly does 
not appear to be able to effectively communicate with 
them. Naturally, this is not unusual among "the older 
generation," but it is particularly dangerous in one who 
is so intimately involved with youth in his day-to-day ac- 
tivity. His decisions closely affect the lives of a generation 
of American young men. For this very reason, it is critical 
that a man in his position have the utmost understanding 
of youth in order to penetrate the age gap. Outrageously, 
Hershey seems to represent a contrary viewpoint by hav- 
ing lost touch completely with the young people of this 
country. 
Finally, his actions stand in ludicrous contradiction to 
the service to which he has devoted his life. In drafting 
protestors, he proclaims the evil of military service, lot- 
he, himself, views it as a punishment for those who have 
gone astray. This would be a comic charade if it were not 
a tragic parody, for it condemns the sacrifices of those 
who have volunteered to serve their country under lire 
in Viet Nam and mocks the service ol millions who have 
fought and died to protect the freedom which Hershey 
so easily denies. As the man said, it's no joke. 
Whether our position in Viet Nam is justified is not the 
question! whether the protest is legal or illegal is beside 
the point. Hershey has usurped arbitrary powers in an 
illegal manner. At the least, he should be immediately 
and perfunctorily dismissed. At the most, he should an- 
swer under the law to his actions. 
There are a great many prirna donnas in the world. All 
of them wish to be heard. 
—F. D. Roosevelt 
B. G. 
Questionnaire 
A.I.C- 
(Com. from p. 8, col. 5) 
Payne 
Mielc 
Mitchell 
freed 
Woken 
Rutherford 
Sillari 
Bush 
Totals 
WORCESTER TECH 
A.I.C. 
(1 r r 
4 0 1 4 
7 8-11 22 
■1 8-11 16 
3 0-1 ti 
0 2-2 2 
3 0-0 6 
3 ■1-4 10 
5 3-4 11 
28      2534       HI 
Shaw 
Cannon 
Briggs 
(.rillitli 
Sullivan 
Curney 
Plcincs 
Kas|MT 
Magariau 
Totals 
o 
3 
4 
0 
<• 
7 
3 
2 
3 
I 
/• 
12 
2-3 
0-0 
12 
2-3 
M 
2-2 
15 
00 
t 
7 
10 
0 
13 
16 
II 
(i 
7 
2 
29     14-27     72 
TECH NEWS 
FORUM 
THE NEGRO REVOLUTION 
WHAT IT IS-WHAT WE 
CAN DO" 
Tonight at 8:00 
Goddard 227 
Recently, criticism of the food in the dining hall has 
increased over its usual level of grumbling. To determine 
the nature of the complaints, we request all dormitory 
residents to fill out and return the following to the Tech 
News box in Boynton, or to the cardboard box in front 
of the Tech News Office in Daniels Hall. 
1) Do you believe the dining hall meals are as good as 
those of most other institutions of a size similar to ours? 
Yes    □ No    □ 
2) Do you believe there is sufficient variety in the menu? 
Yes    □ No    □ 
3) Have there been any times when you have become ill 
as a result of the food in the dining hall? 
Yes    [J                No    □ 
How many times?  
4) Are there any meals you would particularly like to 
see eliminated? 
5) Are there any meals you particularly like, or would 
like to have more often? 
FRATERNITIES- 
(Coot  from 
Ten   of   tin-   twelve   Worcester 
Tedl   fraternities  permit  girls  10 
visit   above  the  first  Hoor  of  the 
fraternity. 
A Review Committee composed 
of Professor van Alystync, Presi- 
• lent of the Inteifraternity Coun- 
cil Joel Schoenhnlt/. anil Dean 
Van de Visse has completed a 
review of fraternity social rules. 
During Si'ptembei ami ()c toiler 
the committee reviewed in detail 
the social Miles of each fraternity 
em|)hasi/inf{ the following |>oints: 
suiiei vision, guests, si/e and con- 
ditions of parties, control of 
alcoholic beverages, parietal hours, 
c hapeioires. enforcement ol the 
above rules, and a yearly review 
of the rides by each fraternity. 
Rathci than seek one common set 
of rules, they have tried to have 
each fraternity develop its own 
set ol rules and satisfy III stau 
dards. 
SCALI- 
(Com. from p. 1, col. 3) 
sudden death of John Kennedy, 
discontent with President 
Johnson, and the increasing iium 
MI of "angry young men." 
In answering t|iiestions, Mr. 
Scali said that while wc arc fight 
ing in Vietnam, we are also trying 
to mobilize the surrounding court 
tiirs and give them time to pie 
pare   for   any  aggression. 
TRINITY- 
(Com. from p. 8, col. 3.) 
200 yard freestyle Jim Ccorgc look 
third giving lech its fiisl pokltl 
of the meet. Sneidly Johnson rep- 
resented lech in the I Ml yard in- 
dividual medley and took second 
place- with a very rcspc-ctable time 
ol 1:55. The next event was the 
Ml yard freestyle sprint In this 
event I/iu Zitnay took second and 
Steve Rogers look third. Later in 
the meet second places were won 
by Johnson in the 2<X) yard back 
stroke, and Jim Ccorgc in the 500 
yard freestyle. I bird places were 
won by Ray I'aulk in the diving, 
Steve Rogers in the 10(1 yard sprini 
and by I'hil I'ayne in the BOO 
yard bre aststroke. The closing 
event of the evening was the 400 
yard freestyle relay, which was 
raced by Kceve Krasner, John 
1'elli. Alan Hasset, and Ray I'aulk 
p.  I. col.  5) 
After the September and Octo- 
IH'I review, the committee met 
with orliccrsof each fraternity and 
discussed recommendations for 
changes in the rules. Then each 
fraternity rcsuhmittcd its rules. 
The social rules of six houses were 
accepted unconditionally. One 
house's rules were accepted con- 
ditionally because of ambiguity 
and conflicting statements in the 
rules. The lit conditionally 
accepted the lulcs of five houses 
because uninvited, unescorted girls 
were still being admitted to the 
parties. All fraternities included 
the following items in their social 
rules: "iMiuncers," no money over 
the bar, hai tenders at least 21 
years old. chaperones when girls 
stay in the house on a "house 
weekend," annual review proce- 
dures for the rules, sign up lists, 
limitations on the nuuibei of peo- 
ple allowed to attend, and enforce 
mem of the rules. 
TREES- 
(Gout, from p.  I. col. 5) 
sonally selected and cut the trees, 
biinging them back to Worcester 
in a n uck lent to the fraternity 
for  this   purpose. 
Ibis is the first year that 
Lambda Chi Alpha has tried this 
sort of project. Steve Halstedt ami 
Mike Dil'ierro arc the chairmen 
of   this   function. 
SUFFOLK- 
(Omt. from p. 8, col. 4) 
ing by Ml Tech reeled oil II 
straight points to cut the lead to 
•IK Hit. Hut it was too late to upset 
the vie lory minded team from Suf- 
folk . Eddil (•liilith was high scorer 
for lech willi 2b iKiiuts, IH of 
those |x>iiils came in the second 
half, 7 came dining Tech's II 
point s;;!:"g;. i"ipcr and Orana 
lusio lad Suffolk's scoring with 27 
and 2b poflltl rcsiiee lively. 
I cch's next game will be against 
the   I lifts Jumbos at their Boston 
gym em Tuesday night. Dectmbai 
12. I hey will also encounter two 
other teams eluring the week— 
Wcslcyaii, away; and Northeast 
em at home next Saturday. 
SO*POLK WMC  TICH 
0   9   T •    FT 
Crewlty 4   2-2 10 PlslxtS « 1-1II 
Glan'lo 11  2-2 IS Sullivan 4   >-4 14 
King 2  2-1  7 Gurrny 1   *•» 1J 
Ovtrf't )   2-2  4 Csn'n 4   1-1 11 
Kertlty 3   0-0   * GrlM'll 11   4414 
*,.'.'' 0  1-2  1  them a M ' 
Hsrlb'f t   J-( 21   KSSH' • ii i 
Plptr 11    S-t 27 *A»rg'n l    O'j   4 8   00   0 Tol.lt 42 11-24 1*2 t)'«tn 
T.I.!. 14 1S-24 N 
NEWS SHORTS 
THETA  CHI  AIDS ORPHANS 
Since Thanksgiving, the broth- 
ers of Thcta Chi have been collect- 
ing games and toys which have 
accumulated in their own and 
their neighbors' homes over the 
years. The literally hundreds of 
toys range from baseball bats and 
stuffed animals to "Monopoly" 
games. 
After sorting and repairing 
those toys which need it, the 
brothers will present them to one 
or more local orphanages or day- 
care  centers  for  children. 
ANNUAL PARISIAN  SEWER 
PARTY 
The brothers of Tail Kappa Ep- 
silon, in keeping with the theme 
of the Inteifraternity Rail, held 
their first annual Parisian Sewer 
I'.II is last Saturday. 
PHI SIG HAS TOP QUEEN 
Miss Mania Charltou, escorted 
by John Shay of l'lu Sigma Kappa, 
was crowned epieen of the Inter 
fraternity Ball. 
OUTOF-STATE STUDENTS 
PACE $50 FINE 
A new Massachusetts law re 
epiires that all out-of state students 
who o|Hiate a motor vehicle in 
Massachusetts register these ve- 
hicles in this state. 'There remains 
approximately two weeks to ob- 
tain the forms from the Campus 
Police, otherwise your car is con- 
sidered   to  be   INK! I.lsl I Kl II 
Sigma l'lu I jistLHI held its an- 
nual Orphan's Party on 'Tuesday, 
Dec. 12. Over $40 worth of toys 
and games were purchased for the 
children of St. Anne's Orphanage. 
Pi Mu Epsilon— 
((ami.  from p.   I, col.  3) 
prize of $10 for an outstanding 
speech delivered by one of its 
pledges. This semester the award 
goes to Leo Sprecher for his talk 
entitled III. ( ...i i< lation by 
Spectral Analysis." The speech 
was an illustration of some of 
the techniques in the interpreta- 
tion of brain waves. 
HOLY CROSS- 
((ami. from p. 8, col. 3) 
Pelli, respectively. 'Tech's diver 
Ray I'aulk took third against the 
diver's of  Holy  Cross. 
'The 200 yard butterfly event 
was completed by Phil Payne who 
managed to lake third. The 100 
yard freestyle sprint was a fast 
race with Ixiu X.itnay taking first 
place and Steve Rogers beating 
out the men from Holy Cross to 
finish second. 
Roger Johnson represented 
'lech in the 200 yard backstroke 
and look first place with Paul 
Kiehamer taking third. 
The next event was the 500 yard 
freestyle event which was won by 
Dave llealey. In this longdistance 
swim Dave llealey swam a very 
last race to break the present 
.ill....I record by three seconds 
with a time of b:30.S. 
I !»■ last two events of the eve- 
ning were the 200 yard breast- 
stroke and the 400 yard freestyle 
relay. Swimming in the breast- 
stroke event were Ross Weaver 
and Dave Ploss. In the 400 yard 
event the swimmer! were Kceve 
Krasner, John Pelli, Al Hasset, 
and   Jim Ccorgc 
Next week Tech will swim 
against Tufts at it's last home 
meet of the season. 'This meet 
will l>c held at 7:30 p.m. on De- 
eembei   14. 
Page Eight TECH   NEWS 
GRAPPLERS DEFEAT 
BRANDEIS 27 TO 16 
The Worcester Tech wrestling 
team, competing away last Satur- 
day in its first meet of the season, 
defeated Brandeis University 27 
to 16. Coach Vino commented 
that the victory was a strong team 
effort, with the wrestlers who were 
behind their opponents contin- 
ually struggling to keep from be- 
ing pinned and trying hard to 
come back. 
The meet started with Tech 
spotting Brandeis five points due 
to a forfeit in the 123-pound class. 
Due to a commitment by the 
Brandeis heavyweight, the un- 
limited bout went first. Fred Sny- 
der started things going for Tech 
by pinning his opponent in fifty- 
one seconds. The 115 |x)uud class 
followed   with   Bob   Grillo  decis 
ionirig his opponent 14 to S. Fol- 
lowing him for Tech was Lenny 
PoliuottO al 130 who decisioned 
his man 7 to I). In the 145 pound 
class, l'ete Grosch decisioned his 
opponent 10 to (i, followed by Hob 
Locke (152) who, wrestling with an 
injured ankle, pinned his man in 
the third period. Scott Wilson kept 
things going for Tech by taking 
the 160 class 12 to 5. Finally, in 
the 177 class, Phil Warren pinned 
his opponent in 4 minutes. 
Wrestling exhibition matches 
for Tech were John l'etrillo who 
decilioned his man and Don 
O'Brien and Greg Dickson who 
pinned  iheir  men. 
The team's next match is Tues- 
day nighi at University of Con- 
necticut. 
Sports Slants 
PUBLICITY 
It is a well-known fact that Tech's athletic teams are 
badly hampered by the Institute's academic program. 
Worcester simply cannot carry men that are not able to 
stand the scholastic pressures, no mailer how skillful the 
individuals are on the athletic field. Consequently, the 
teams are composed for the most part of men who are 
students first and athletes second. Also, because of Tech's 
financial state, the teams are composed of men who re- 
ceive nothing more for their efforts than the opportunity 
to fall behind in the competition for marks. It is for these 
reasons that we feel that Worcester's teams deserve as 
much recognition as possible for their endeavors. Thus 
far this year, however, Tech's teams have received ex- 
tremely poor coverage by the local "newspapers." 
We feel that the coverage can be classified as poor for 
several reasons. Not only are the accomplishments of 
Tech played down, but in many cases the stories arc- 
highly inaccurate and to many of 'Tech athletes, insult- 
ing. The "fine" coverage of Tech's soccer team is a prime 
example of a team played down. Tor the past two years 
the soccer team has dominated the New England league. 
This year the team finished second in New Kngland and 
third in the North Atlantic East 'Tournament. The fact 
that Tech placed two men on the all-Tournament Team 
(Ed Cannon and Paul Hayner) was mentioned in the 
papers but appeared to be used simply as filler rather 
than as a story of any significance. The coverage of Tech's 
basketball game against AIC was a recent example of 
"accuracy." The hard-fought game was played down as a 
farce and made to look like a run-away. It seemed as 
though the story was written by someone who glanced at 
the box score and then proceeded to write down how he 
thought the game must have been played. 
It is unfortunate that the writer didn't notice that 
Tech outscored the heavily favored Yellowjackets from 
the floor, however. Rather than quote further examples 
of the local papers' "excellent" coverage, we will try to 
show where the blame really lies for Tech's poor athletic 
publicity. 
Because there is actually only one newspaper in 
Worcester, the competition necessary for fine coverage is 
lacking. The articles, that this one newspaper misses are 
not noticed and false stories are not discovered via com- 
parison with other newspapers. Also, the competition for 
top writing talent is not as great as it is in nuilti-news- 
papcr areas. Tor these reasons, it is necessary that Tech 
give the newspaper the stories concerning its athletics. 
Worcester Tech should not expect an even break from 
the Holy Cross—and Assumption—biased press. We feel 
that it is not enough that the managers call in the stories. 
The pride Tech has in its teams should be great enough 
to justify the hiring of a sports publicity writer. This 
could be a little costly to Tech. but we feel that WPI's 
athletes deserve a little better treatment than they have 
been receiving. There is, however, a rumor that Tech, at 
the present time, has a sports publicity writer, but we in 
the sports department tend not to believe it. 
ZJne ZJecn //« ew6 
SPORTS 
Hockey Team 
Drops Second 
The Worcester Tech hockey 
team dropped its second game in 
the young season by a 4-2 margin 
to a late surging sextet from M.f.T. 
As in the season opener against 
Holy Cross, the Tech skaters 
again controlled play early in the 
contest, only this time to fall vic- 
tim to a four goal barrage in the 
final |ieriod. 
M.IT.'s late rally wiped out a 
2-0 edge gained on goals by Bim 
Stantoii and Dwight Howe. Tech 
goalie Hill Mahoney recorded 20 
lava many of them on shots from 
directly    in    front    of    the    goal 
create. Mahoney's outstanding per 
lormancc    was   one   of    the    few 
bright  spois in  the game. 
I lie learn returns to home ice 
on December '.) to meet Nichols 
College in a nine o'clock game al 
the- Arena. 
H.C. Defeats 
Tech Swimmers 
The final score of this meet was 
VI to 41 with Tech continually in 
contention for the lead during the 
entire meet. This meet took place 
at home on December 7. at 7:80 
p.m. 
The opening event of the meet 
was a closely contested race in 
which Tech was represented by 
Johnson, Payne, I'aulk. Zitney. 
Holy Cross' winning time for this 
event was 4:13, which meant that 
the lech men would have had to 
break tbc school record in order 
to  win. 
The next event wa:. the 21)0 yard 
freestyle, in which Dave Itealey 
and |mi George finishing second 
and third  respectively,   the fol 
lowing tWO events were the 160 
yard medley and the 60 yard free- 
style sprint. In the medley cap 
tain Neil Duiker finished third 
with Roger Johnson taking sec- 
ond place only being touched out 
by the swimmer from Holy Cross 
who had a winning time of I'52." 
In the tiO yard freestyle sprint 
again second and third places were 
won by Steve Rogeis and John 
(coin, on p. 7. col. t) 
TRINITY MEET 
Last Tuesday night, Dec. 5th, 
the Worcester lech swimming 
team opened its season against 
Trinity college at a home meet. 
Trinity College traditionally has 
I very strong team supported by 
the fact that they finished third, 
as a team in the entire New Lug 
laud .ma and won points in the 
Eastern division championship, 
The Worcester Tech swimming 
team, coached l>\ Prank Grant, 
With Neil Duiker and Paul Eicha 
mer as captains, managed to score 
more points this year than in most 
previous years. Actually the train 
scored twenty five per cent more 
points than last year's team did 
against Trinity, This indicates ,i 
suiisi.inti.il increase in the overall 
tram's ability. 
lech opened up the meet with 
Dave Ploss. Phil Payne. Ray Paulk, 
and John Prlli. swimming the loo 
yard  medley  relay.   Then   in   the 
(Com. on p. 7. oil. 3} 
Hoopsters Bow Twice 
Lose to AIC, Suffolk 
WPI  vs SUFFOLK 
The Worcester Tech basket- 
ball team failed to taste the sweet- 
ness of success for the third straight 
game as Tech bowed to unde- 
feated Suffolk University by a 102- 
90 score Saturday night at Alumni 
Gym. 
During the first 12 minutes, 
lech played evenly with Suffolk 
with  the  score  being tied on  six 
WORCESTER vs AIC 
Last Wednesday night Worn, 
ter Tech's basketball team suffer,, 
its second defeat of the season 
a determined A.I.C. ball duhl 
a  81-72 score. 
In the first half, Tech pla* 
on even terms with the faV0Rc 
AIC. team with the lead dm, 
ing hands seven times. With 5:j( 
remaining in the half, Jim Mi* 
Co-Captain   Kevin   Sullivan  outjumps  Suffolks'  6' 7" 
Jay Crawley 
clillrrent occasions. In this stretdi 
Eddie Cannon picked up nine of 
lech's 28 iioiiits with most of 
them COmil'S on jumpers from the 
right ol the !;ey. With 8:50 left in 
the half, Art Piper stmeezed a 
shot up between two defenders to 
break the 28-28 tie and put Suf- 
folk  ahead  to stay. 
During  the  next   four  minutes 
lech's shooting went ice-cold as 
the Engineers could only manage 
one basket, that on a short turn 
around jumper by Hob Pleiues, 
while Suffolk managed to tally 21 
points. With .1:50 left 0-7 center 
Jay Crawley converted two free 
throws and Sulfolk had opened 
to 51-31. 
Tech finished out the half with 
Kevin Sullivan hitting on two free 
throws and 22 foot jumper to 
make  the  score  58-37. 
In the second half, lech val- 
iantly fought back but could only 
manage to make baskets with the 
sure-shooting Suffolk team. Tech 
managed its only real threat of 
the game with I minutes left trail 
(Com. on  p.  7, col. 4) 
hit on a driving layup, was fowled 
and converted the free throw tc 
give A.I.C. a 28-25 lead. From ihi 
point on Tech never could aid 
up. Tech's shooting went cold i 
in the first half against Suffoi 
University. In the time remaining 
A.I.C. outscored Tech 18-9 to tiki 
a 43-34 at the half. During uti 
stretdi, A.I.C. picked up 9 of the* 
18 points on free throw com*! 
sions. 
lech started off the second hi. 
slowly as A.I.C. opened up a N 
point lead with 16 minutes Id' 
in the game. The Engineers cosk 
not gain any advantage over tht 
Yellow Jackets and lost 81-72. 
Tech actually lost the game 
the charity stripe with A.I.C. COB 
verting  25  of  34   attempts. Ted 
only   managed  to  go  to  the line 
23 times, converting 14 of them. 
Kevin Sullivan, high scorer lor* 
Tech, had 16 points in a loas* 
cause. lech had three other plr 
ers in double figures, Tom Gurnet 
II, Ed Griffith IS. and Ed Cannes 
10. 
(Com. on p. 7, col. 1) 
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Frosh Five Win 
Third Straight 
The Worcester Tech freshman 
basketball team ran their record 
to three straight wins in as many 
starts  last   week. 
On Wednesday night the Tech 
frosh defeated A.I.C. of Spring- 
field by .i score of 77 to 73 on the 
opponents home ground. The En- 
gineers led for the first two periods, 
but fell behind by IS points at 
the end of the third period. How- 
ry er, the fourth period found the 
Engineers the victors. 
High scorer of the game was 
Al Carter, 6-10 center for A.I.C. 
with   29  tallies.   Ed  Cunningham 
led the Tech five with 28 points. 
and Greg Sankey, Tim Rooncy. 
and Al Winkler also hit double 
figures for Worcester. It was 
A.I.C.'s second loss in as many 
starts. 
1 he lech Yearlings easily out- 
distanced the Suffolk frosh Satur- 
day night by a score of 91 to 49. 
Led   early  in   the  game  by 
Rooncy who scored eleven of b* 
thirteen   points  in   the  first h 
lech  built  up an   18  point Id 
40 to 22. Coach Bob O'Brien the 
substituted freely and continue 
to build up a lead. 
Ned Cunningham. Stephen 
and Tim Rooncy led the scoria 
with 12. 12, and 15 points 
spectively. These were the < 
Techmen in double figures as * 
test of the points were spread » 
among ten other players shown 
excellent team balance. 
The hustling, aggressive style 
the ball played by  the Fresh** 
has  so  far  brought   them an « 
defeated 30 record. Coach O'Bi* 
stated   that   the   Frosh   work 
gether very well, and he is 
pleased    with   their   hustling 
sire and aggressiveness. Their 
game is at Tufts on Tuesday 
